Forage Area: The meadow areas close to the lake and east of the site are wet for most of the season and should not be used for grazing. At the Lake Vernon Cabin there is a large understory grazing area. There is a drift fence that will keep stock north of the lake. Operators can take their animals to this area, but the cabin is for administrative camping and picketing only.

Lake Vernon
Camp ID: 9
Site Location: 261,086mE x 4,211,105mN
Handling Practices: The site is located on the northeast edge of Lake Vernon. The Lake Vernon Cabin is not for commercial camping and picketing, but operators can bring their animals to the area to eat the understory forage in this area. The access route to this site heads up and down multiple bedrock outcrops that have to be avoided along multiple turns. It is a good idea to first walk to the fire ring, which is approximately 150 m southeast of the NPS system trail, and then bring animals to the site. The unloading area is at the fire ring. The holding area is 25 m north of the fire ring.